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� Self-sustaining detonation modes in non-uniform mixtures are numerically studied.

� High-resolution codes with detailed chemical kinetics model are developed.

� Cellular structures, failure and re-initiation of detonations are characterized.

� Different concentration gradients produce different modes of detonation.
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Self-sustaining modes of detonations in non-uniform mixtures for hydrogen and oxygen

are numerically studied. Concentration gradients are set vertical to the direction of deto-

nation propagation, with equivalence ratios decreasing from rich values to lean ones. High-

resolution codes based on the fifth-order weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO)

scheme in spatial discretization and the 3rd-order Additive Runge-Kutta (ARK) schemes in

time discretization, with detailed chemical kinetics model, are developed. Two-

dimensional (2D) numerical simulations are conducted in a 2D planar geometry, non-

uniform distributions are then precisely controlled as a function of width. The cellular

structures and transmissions, failure and re-initiation mechanisms of detonation fronts

are characterized. Results show that the low concentration gradient produces the multi-

head mode of detonation with continuous adaptation of velocities and multicellular

structures to local concentration. The high concentration gradient generates single-head

mode with detonation re-initiation at channel walls produced by reflected transverse

Mach waves. Specially, the intermediate distribution between the low and high concen-

tration gradients induces an alternation mode between singe-head and multi-head

detonations.
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Introduction

Self-sustaining gaseous detonation has complicated three-

dimensional interactions between incident shock waves,

Mach stems, transverse waves and channel boundaries, gov-

erning the detonation propagation [1]. Extensive studies have

demonstrated that the self-sustaining modes of detonation

can be divided into spinning mode, rectangular mode and

diagonal mode depending on different boundary and initial

conditions [2e8]. Among previous work, uniform combustible

gas mixtures are usually studied. However, reactive mixtures

often show spatial distributions of concentration and tem-

perature, no matter for detonation engines or explosion ac-

cidents [9e15]. Specially, concentration gradients are

considered as important reasons of the differences between

predicted and measured dynamic detonation characteristics,

and the self-sustaining detonation modes are important is-

sues in detonation development and applications.

A mass of experimental and numerical studies has shown

that the concentration gradient causes changes in global

detonation structures, average velocities and cellular charac-

teristics. Thomas et al. [16] discussed the influence of con-

centration gradients parallel to pipeline axis upon the

propagating behavior of detonation waves, and observed the

quenching and re-initiating behavior for different concentra-

tion gradients, which was also analyzed by Vidal [17]. Pro-

khorov [18,19] systematically studied the effect of

concentration gradients on the planar detonation front and

average detonation velocity, and gave an approximation for-

mula which describes the relationship between detonation

properties and concentration gradients. Boulal et al. [20]

experimentally investigated the dynamic behavior of deto-

nations with horizontal concentration gradients. Lieberman

et al. [21] experimentally found that the detonation front was

bended due to the propagation through non-uniform

ethyleneeoxygen (C2H4eO2) mixtures. Ishii et al. [22] gave

experimental results and theoretical explanation of cellular

structures and declined fronts under different vertical con-

centration gradients. Ettner and Vollmer et al. [23e25]

numerically studied the flame acceleration, deflagration to

detonation transition and subsequently detonation wave

propagation in mixtures with different concentration gradi-

ents. Kessler et al. [26] found that the activation energy and

tube width had a significant effect on the instability and the

extinction probability of detonations with vertical concen-

tration gradients. Grune et al. [27] investigated the detonation

waves propagation in semi-confined layers of hydrogeneair

(H2eair) mixtures with concentration gradients, and found

that the detonation in a system with transversal gradient of

reactivity does not follow real detonation cell sizes corre-

sponding to local concentration because the process is driven

by the mixture of highest reactivity. Then, involving the re-

gion of lower reactivity, an overdriven detonation propagates

with cell sizes much lower than in a uniform mixture of the

same concentration. Wang et al. [28] and Azadboni et al. [29]

numerically studied the effect of concentration gradients on

deflagration-to-detonation transition in H2eair mixtures, and

found that transverse concentration gradients can either

strengthen or weaken flame acceleration, depending on the
average hydrogen concentration. Based on abovementioned

literatures, it has been observed that the concentration

gradient mainly causes the change of the cell pattern and

detonation velocity. However, rare quantitative description

about self-sustaining modes is based on the actual distribu-

tion of concentrations. Boeck et al. [30,31] reported that a

strong effect of vertical concentration gradients could be

found on detonation propagation in H2eair mixtures by

means of high-speed shadowgraphy, OH imaging, pressure

measurements, and soot foils. The single-head propagation

with one strong transverse wave and multi-head propagation

with a constant macroscopic front curvature over time and

numerous weak transverse waves were investigated experi-

mentally. Han et al. [32] investigated the role of transversal

concentration gradients in detonation propagation. It was

observed that the detonation instability, detonation velocity,

and structure of detonation front could be changed by con-

centration gradients. Significantly, they illustrated this phe-

nomenon with detailed reaction model and displayed the

detailed multi-dimensional detonation structure with

different concentration gradients.

An inherent coupling mechanism of the reaction and

shock for the detonations under concentration gradients still

needs to be identified and deeply investigated. Althoughmany

simulations tried to reveal the underlying mechanism [24,26],

the numerical results provided finite explanation for this

problem due to simplification of the reaction model and lim-

itation of the computational resource. Simplified chemical

kinetics is often considered, e.g., single-step reaction model

and two-step reaction model. It is usually acknowledged that

the detonation includes an induction zone and exothermic

reaction zone [1,2,4,6,33]. The single-step model gives a rather

continuous reaction profile without a distinguishable induc-

tion zone, thus the detonation cannot be quenched if the

growth time is large enough. The single-step model do not

reproduce correctly the transient and ignition process in

detonation dynamics [34], which are critical in mixtures with

concentration gradients. The two-step reaction model

including the induction step and exothermic step is able to

describe quantitatively many phenomena of detonation

[35e38], e.g. detonability limit and induction length. Consid-

ered as an extension of empirical model, the two-step model

consists of more empirical parameters that need fitting ac-

cording to experimental results. In fact, the real detonation

reaction zone includes complicated chain-branching re-

actions, HO2 and H2O2 reactions and chain-termination re-

actions for H2eO2 mixtures [39], the detailed reaction

mechanism has advantages to describe the complicated in-

teractions between shock and reaction [40e43]. Recognizing

that detonations in non-uniform mixtures with equivalence

ratios changing from rich fuel to lean one, namely the con-

centration gradients, depend strongly on the detailed reaction

mechanism and their study is still insufficient, as substanti-

ated by Oran et al. [44,45], the globally planar detonation in the

inhomogeneous mixtures was undertaken by using detailed

chemical reaction mechanism.

The aim of this work is to simulate physical phenomena

and explain self-sustaining detonation modes with different

concentration gradients in H2eO2 mixtures. Two-dimensional

(2D) numerical parallel codes based on detailed reaction
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Fig. 1 e Calculation model: cellular detonation propagates toward the right, and concentration gradient is set in the

unreacted gas.
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mechanism enable us to observe the strong-coupled detona-

tion front, shock-reaction coupling process and complicated

transverse structure after detonation front. The multi-species

reactive Euler equations and numerical method are presented

first, and then results and discussions are followed.
Fig. 2 e Volume fractions of hydrogen distribution as a

function of the non-dimensional width W/W0.
Governing equation and numerical method

2D numerical simulations are conducted in a 2D planar

channel with width (W0) of 72 mm and length (L) of 2000 mm.

Reactive flow Euler equations are used to describe the deto-

nation propagation in H2eO2 system with multi species and

detailed reactions as following:

vU
vt

þ vFðUÞ
vx

þ vGðUÞ
vy

¼ SðUÞ (1)

U¼ðr; ru; rv; re; rY1; :::; rYN�1ÞT (2)

FðUÞ¼ �ru; ru2 þ p; ruv; ruðeþ p=rÞ; ruY1; :::; ruYN�1

�T
(3)

GðUÞ¼ �rv; rvu; rv2 þ p; rvðeþ p=rÞ; rvY1; :::; rvYN�1

�T
(4)

SðUÞ¼ ð0;0;0;0; _u1; :::; _uN�1ÞT (5)

where u and v are the fluid velocities in x and y directions in

Cartesian coordinate, r is the density, p is the pressure (p ¼
rRuT, where Ru is universal gas constant and T is the tem-

perature related through the ideal gas law), Y1/YN�1 are mass

fractions of species i (1 to N-1) in detailed chemical kinetics

model [37].

The total energy per unit mass e is expressed as

e¼h�p
r
þ ðu2 þ v2Þ

2
(6)

where h is the total enthalpy per unit mass that can be

calculated with temperature and mass fractions.

The reaction rate per unit mass _ui is given by

_ui ¼Wi

X20
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where, y'mi and y''mi are reactant and product chemical stoi-

chiometric coefficients of the i-th species in them-th reaction.

kfm and kbm are the forward and backward reaction rate con-

stants of the m-th reaction. ri and Wi are the density and
molecular weight of the i-th species. TB is the index of the

third body effect. The related reaction parameters in [25] are

used.

Considering the strong discontinuity of detonation waves

and strong time stiffness of detailed reactions, the 5th-order

Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) scheme [46]

shown as Eq. (8) for spatial discretization, and the 3rd-order

explicit-implicit Additive Runge-Kutta (ARK) scheme [47] as

Eq. (9) for time discretization are applied to solve the Euler

equations numerically.
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Fig. 3 e Detail structure of multi-head detonation fronts (pressure contour).

Fig. 4 e Cellular structures of self-sustaining detonations of the multi-head mode.
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The 2D detonation simulation based on the detailed reac-

tion mechanism requires an expensive computational cost.

Since the Additive Runge-Kutta scheme is used to solve the

stiffness of equations, the Jacobi matrix of the equation is

calculated. Thus, the calculation scale is proportional to the

square of the number of equations. The grid resolution of

0.01 mm is used to carry out following simulations. The MPI

parallel platform [6] is used to divide the computational

domain into N computational subdomains and the maximum

number of subdomains in the simulations is about 1120.

The channel is filled with stratified hydrogen-oxygen

mixtures. The left side is inlet and the right side is outflow.

A resulted cellular detonation is set as the ignition zone in the

left, as shown in Fig. 1. In the rest, the gas is stationary and its

initial pressure and temperature is 7.0 kPa and 290 K,

respectively.

To study systematically the influence of concentration

gradients on detonations, we represent the equivalence ratio

(ER) distributions by means of the function f(W/W0), with f is
Fig. 5 e Normalized detonation velocities a
the local ER value,W/W0 is the non-dimensional position from

the lower wall of the channel. Based on earlier results [22], the

volume fraction of H2 (V1) can be expressed as:

V1ðW=W0Þ¼1
2
½ðV1ð1Þ�V1ð0ÞÞsinðpðW=W0�0:5ÞÞþðV1ð1ÞþV1ð0ÞÞ�

(10)

where V1ð1Þ and V1ð0Þ are the volume fractions at the upper

and lower walls of the channel, respectively. Specially, the

sum of V1ð1Þ and V1ð0Þ is identical for different cases, making

the total concentrations unchanged. Then, the volume frac-

tion of O2 (V2) can be expressed as ð1� V1Þ, and the ER distri-

bution f can be calculated as:

f¼V1 = ð2V2Þ (11)

Fig. 2 illustrates the eleven volume fractions of hydrogen

distribution as a function of the non-dimensional widthW/W0

considered in this study. The ER distributions distinguish from

one to another by the difference between highest and lowest
nd histogram of the multi-head mode.
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Fig. 6 e Cellular structures of self-sustaining detonations of the single-head mode.
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ER values at the walls. Therefore, a concentration gradient

exists vertically to the channel, resulting in different sus-

taining modes of detonation.
Results and discussions

Based on numerical simulations for different cases in Fig. 2,

three distributions are classified to identify three self-

sustaining detonation modes resulting from interaction of

inclined detonation waves and channel walls:

(1) Multi-head mode: an inclined multicellular detonation

wave is formed and the detonation velocity is changed

due to the concentration at different widths. Specially,

since the interaction of transverse waves from fuel-rich

region, the overdriven detonation would occur in fuel-

lean region. This mode is obtained with low gradient

(LG) distributions (Fig. 2, cases 2e4).

(2) Single-head mode: the detonation is quenched at a

certain distance and then is re-initiated by means of a

strong transverse detonation wave generating from the

lower wall, which agrees with earlier results of single-

head mode obtained by Boeck et al. [30,31]. This dy-

namic is obtained with high gradient (HG) distributions

(Fig. 2, cases 8e11).

(3) Alternative mode: the detonation firstly propagates as a

multicellular wave with the increasingmean cell width.

Then the detonation is suddenly quenched (shock-re-

action decoupling) and the strong transverse detonation

re-initiates the decoupling region later. After a while,

the multicellular detonation appears again. This mode

is obtained with the intermediate gradient (IG) distri-

butions (Fig. 2, cases 5e7) located between the above

two. However, this mode has not been observed in

experiments.

The above classification can be applied to other combus-

tible gas mixtures not just the specific one in this work.

However, wemust state that not all self-sustainingmodes can

be observed for any channel. We now detail each mode

depending on the high-resolution numerical simulation.

Multi-head mode

Fig. 3 gives the detailed structure of detonation fronts with the

multi-head mode for LG distribution (Fig. 2, case 4). It shows

that the propagation of detonation waves is sustained by a

collision between the transverse shock waves, which achieve

the conversion of the Mach stem and the incident shock. The

Mach stem regions have high pressure (~0.5 MPa) and the

detonation front is not smooth, while the incident shock re-

gions have relatively low pressure (~0.2 MPa) and detonation
front is relatively smooth. This is because there are different

reaction rates in the mixture shocked by the Mach stem and

incident shock.With the propagation of detonationwaves, the

Mach stem turns into the incident shock as the intensity of the
Fig. 7 e Formation progress of the STD1.
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Mach stem is gradually weakened. Reaction zones are coupled

with leading shocks and thereby detonations are self-

sustaining.

The CJ detonation velocity can be calculatedwith the NASA

CEA program for mixtures with different ER. The vertical

concentration gradient causes a variation in detonation ve-

locity D and hence leads to the inclination of the detonation

front with respect to the vertical direction as shown in Fig. 3.

We also observe that the regular reflection occurs at lower

wall resulting from the interaction between the inclined

detonation wave and channel wall. Due to the mixing of H2

and O2 after detonation fronts, an afterburning area with high

pressure (~0.6 MPa) is formed and interacted with the first

reflection wave, producing the second reflection wave. With

the propagation of detonation waves, the distance between

detonation front and afterburning area is basically un-

changed, meaning that the self-sustaining mode cannot be

influenced by the behind flowing state.

Fig. 4 shows cellular structures (i.e. history of maximum

pressures) of detonations for case 4 in Fig. 2. The results show

that the detonation front maintains multicellular waves

structure during propagation in the channel. Specially, it is

observed that the cellular structures evolve from a distinct

pattern to an indistinct pattern. This is because that the

pressure at triple points near upper wall (~0.6 MPa) is stronger

than that near lower wall (~0.25 MPa) as shown in Fig. 3. It is

indicated that the effect of triple points on self-sustaining

detonation near lower wall is weak. It also can be seen from

Fig. 4 that the mean cell width l is varied as the detonation
Fig. 8 e Normalized detonation velocities o
propagates, such as increasing from the value ~7 mm (at

L ~ 240 mm) to ~ 15 mm (at L ~ 300 mm), less than the corre-

sponding value for stoichiometric mixture 2H2 þ O2 (about

22e25 mm). Considering the mean cell width is proportional

to the characteristic chemical length of the ZND reaction zone

model [36], the existed concentration gradients slow down the

rate of chemical reaction, thus the distance between the

induced shock and CJ reaction front is larger with increasing

concentration gradients than the uniform mixtures.

To demonstrate more detailed behavior for the multi-head

mode, Fig. 5 shows the normalized detonation velocities (D/

DCJ) at lower and upperwalls variedwith normalized length (L/

W0) and their distribution histogram for case 4. Here and

hereinafter, DCJ refers in particular to the CJ detonation ve-

locity of the stoichiometric mixture (2H2 þ O2). It is observed

that the detonation velocities at upper wall range from 0.7 DCJ

to 1.3 DCJ, and the detonation velocities at lower wall range

from 0.9 DCJ to 1.1 DCJ. Thus, the existence of concentration

gradients makes detonation velocities near upper wall more

fluctuant that those of lowerwall, which is consistent with the

distinct cellular structures near upper wall as shown in Fig. 4.

In summary, the detonation with the LG distribution

propagates like that in the uniform mixture and is self-

sustained by the collision of triple points.

Single-head mode

Fig. 6 illustrates cellular structures recorded in channel with

HG distribution (Fig. 2, case 10). This concentration gradient
f the single-head mode for cases 8~11.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2020.08.014
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Fig. 9 e Cellular structures of self-sustaining detonations of the alternative mode.
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leads to a single-head mode. Instead of cellular structures in

Fig. 4, a periodical transverse track is formed. A sudden failure

of detonation resulting from shock-reaction decoupling is

observed, followed by a violent re-initiation originating from a

strong transverse detonation (STD). In Fig. 6, the STD 1e4 arise

at position L ~540, 670, 790, and 920-mm, and develop in the

transverse direction. Specially, the cycles of the STD

(~130 mm) are basically identical, indicating that this self-

sustaining mode is stable for this concentration gradient. To

illustrate the formation progress of the STD, Fig. 7 shows five

sequences of detonation front structures recorded in STD 1 in

Fig. 6.

At time 1 (t ¼ 0.187 ms after initiation), the shock-reaction

decoupling process near upper wall from W/W0 ¼ 0.5 to W/

W0 ¼ 1.0 is observed and characterized by an increasingly

large induction region without chemical reactions. A high-

pressure region following the detonation front appears

resulting from the regular reflection near the lower wall,

similar to case 4 shown in Fig. 3.

At time 2 (t ¼ 0.193 ms), the shock-reaction decoupling

process at entire detonation fronts is observed and charac-

terized by quenched reaction fronts separated from the

induced shock waves. Considering the shock waves not sus-

tained by chemical reaction is weakened, the following high-

pressure regionwill catch upwith the decoupled shockwaves.

At time 3 (t ¼ 0.210 ms), re-initiation in the fuel-rich layer

near the lower wall with W/W0 z 0.05 occurs and results in a

local explosion due to high heat release, where overdriven

detonation with high pressure (~0.63 MPa) appears.

At time 4 (t ¼ 0.221 ms), considering the pressure

(~0.12MPa) and temperature (~1000 K) of the decoupled region

are higher than those of un-shocked mixtures, the decoupled

region can be easily initiated. We observe the formation and

upward development of the STD with high velocity through

the decoupled region, re-initiating the entire decoupling re-

gion. As shown in Fig. 6, the slope of the STD structure
Fig. 10 e Propagation progress of self-sustainin
increases upward, which indicates that the STD is acceler-

ating.We also observe the detonation front is strongly coupled

after the STD. Mach reflections occur near the lower wall and

the lengths of Mach stems maintain a fixed value. In non-

Mach stem region, the detonation front is smooth without

transverse structures.

At time 5 (t¼ 0.227ms), the STDmoves from fuel-lean layer

(lower) to fuel-rich layer and creates entropy-vortex rolls

behind it. The entropy-vortex rolls that transport the oxidizer

into the fuel-rich layer enable a sufficient reaction. The STD

disappears after it reaches the upper wall. The detonation

front near upper wall starts to decouple, just similar to time 1,

and the progress from time 1 to 5 will cycle.

Fig. 8 presents the effect of high concentration gradients

(cases 8e11) on the detonation velocities of single-head mode

detonations. It is observed that the detonation velocities at the

lower wall distribute around 0.9e1.1 DCJ with weak fluctua-

tions for cases 8e11, and the period is irregular for cases 9e11.

While for case 8e11, the detonation velocities at the upper

wall fall closely to 0.8 DCJ, then accelerate to about 1.8 DCJ and

subsequently decay again for the next cycle. Specially, the

period of detonation velocity peaks at upper wall generated by

the transverse detonation waves are basically the same when

the detonation waves propagate with the single-head mode.

This is because the transverse detonation waves propagate

vertically and the average vertical concentration is basically

the same under different concentration gradients.

The self-sustaining detonation with single-head mode

develops in mixtures of high concentration gradients. The

STD produced by the regular reflection plays a key role in this

mode. Once the single-head mode appears and its period is

determined by the channel width, it will be independent on

the concentration gradients. We must emphasize that the

detonationwill be quenchedwithout channel confinement for

HG distributions.
g detonations with the alternation mode.
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Fig. 11 e Normalized detonation velocities and histogram of the alternative mode for case 6.
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Alternative mode

In order to get more insight into the re-initiation process, we

have performed a set of numerical simulations of mixtures

with IG distributions between the above LG and HG distribu-

tions, so that the detailed transformation mechanism be-

tween the multi-head mode and single-head mode can be

investigated.

Fig. 9 gives cellular structures of self-sustaining detona-

tions with an alternativemode (IG, Fig. 2, case 6). It is observed

that the mean cell width increases from the leftmost part of

the record. The cellular structures of detonations disappear at

position L ~0.76 m. Like the single-head mode, the violent re-

initiation of a STD at position L ~0.9m is observed, however, in

contrast with the single-head mode, the multicellular deto-

nations appear at position L ~1.3 m. We also observe that the

mean cell width increases after cell structures appear again,

which is similar to the starting process. Thus, the detonations

propagate with this self-sustaining mode are called the

alternative mode, including both the multi-head mode and

single-head mode. Fig. 10 shows eight sequences of detona-

tion front structures recorded in Fig. 9.

At time 1 (t ¼ 0.110 ms), the propagation of multicellular

detonation fronts is observed and characterized by five triple

points. The Mach reflection, instead of regular reflection, oc-

curs at lower wall for this IG distribution. Similarly, we also

observe a high-density region after the Mach stem.

At time 2 (t ¼ 0.152 ms), we only observe two triple points.

The number of triple points decreases as the detonations

propagate forward.

At time 3 (t ¼ 0.308 ms), triple points are vanished at entire

detonation front. We only observe a smooth detonation front

where the reactions and shock waves are coupled, meaning

that the detonation is not quenched at thismoment. Specially,

a little decoupled region exists at the detonation front near the

upper wall.

At time 4 (t ¼ 0.322 ms), the shock-reaction decoupling

process characterized by an increasingly-large reaction layer

extends from upper wall to the majority of detonation front

outside Mach stem.
At time 5 (t¼ 0.341ms), the decoupled region is initiated by

the high-pressure and high-temperature region behind the

Mach reflection when it reaches the Mach stem. Similar to the

process (time 3) in Section Single-head mode, we can also

observe the STD generated at position W/W0 z 0.4.

At time 6 (t ¼ 0.445 ms), the detonation front is smooth

without transverse structures from position W/W0 z 0.32 to

W/W0 ¼ 1.0. The detonation front structures at this time are

basically similar to those at time 3, while the decoupled region

is not observed.

At time 7 (t¼ 0.465ms), three triple points generated on the

multicellular detonation fronts are observed.

At time 8 (t ¼ 0.483 ms), the number of triple points in-

creases from three to six as detonationmoves on. After time 8,

similar detonation fronts as time 1 will emerge again for next

cycle.

Fig. 11 shows the variation of detonation velocities at lower

and upper walls with normalized length (L/W0) and their his-

togram for case 6. The detonation velocities at the lower wall

range from 0.9 to 1.1 DCJ without obvious periodicity, which is

like those of the multi-head mode for case 4. The detonation

velocities at the upper wall range from 0.7 to 1.9 DCJ, and their

fluctuation range is like that of the single-headmode for cases

8e11, but the detonation velocity peaks for case 6 appear

aperiodically. Therefore, the self-sustaining mode under IG

distribution is unstable.

In summary, the self-sustaining mode under IG distribu-

tion, which is called the alternative mode, is unstable. This

mode combines the multi-head mode with the single-head

mode. The triple points or the strong transverse detonations

generated by Mach reflections play a key role in the detona-

tion propagation.
Conclusions

In this work, a numerical investigation into self-sustaining

detonation modes in mixtures of H2 and O2 with concentra-

tion gradients, which are vertical to the detonation propaga-

tion, was presented. Eleven concentration gradients are
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chosen and varied from fuel-lean concentrations near the

lower wall to fuel-rich concentrations near the upper wall.

Based on numerical results, self-sustaining detonation

modes are classified into three categories, i.e. the multi-head

mode with triple points in case of low concentration gradi-

ents, the single-head mode with the strong transverse deto-

nations in case of high concentration gradients, and the

alternative mode with combination of triple points and strong

transverse detonations in case of intermediate concentration

gradients. Specially, the existence of high concentration gra-

dients can completely change the self-sustaining detonation

modes. For high concentration gradients, the strong trans-

verse detonations play a key role in the detonation propaga-

tion. Once the single-head mode appears, its period is

determined by the channel width and is independent on the

concentration gradients.

Due to the interaction of inclined detonation waves and

channel walls, the regular reflection or Mach reflection ap-

pears depending on the inclined angle of detonation, which

makes a huge difference on the self-sustaining mode. For the

regular reflection, a high-pressure and high-temperature re-

gion is generated behind the detonation front, which has no

effect on the self-sustaining mode. However, it will catch up

with the detonation front, and then initiate the shocked

domain between the reaction flame and the induced shock.

When the detonation starts to quench because of high con-

centration gradients, a strong transverse detonation gener-

ates suddenly, and re-initiates thewhole quenched region. For

the Mach reflection, the Mach stem, as a part of detonation

front, has a higher pressure than the residual front sustained

by collision of triple points.When the detonation front outside

the Mach stem is quenched, the strong transverse detonation

will also originate from Mach stem, and propagate in trans-

verse direction.

More numerical work is still required to better understand

the detailed quenching and re-initiating process based on

Navier-Stokes equations with viscous terms. Considering the

detailed reaction mechanism and the implicit-explicit

schemes used, the computational scale will be so tremen-

dous that we cannot afford for it now if the Navier-Stokes

equations are applied in this work.
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